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Wash basin mixer
Article number:
Chrome 8227265
Brass 8227527
Grottesco 8227528
Copper 9418694
Rose Gold 9418659
Black Chrome 9419022
Honey Gold 9419021
White Gold 9419020
Matte Black 9420616
Brushed Nickel 9421178
Aerator: ZAER035
Ceramic cartridge: ZA91104

Cleaning
Wipe the surface with a soft cloth and lukewarm water and possibly a mild soap. The surface withstands no basic, acidic, lime dissolving
or abrasive detergents.
Brass is a material that over time will get a
beautiful patina but can be polished with brass
polish.
Copper and Grottesco (crude brass) should
not be polished. The other surfaces keep their
shine and Honey Gold, Rose Gold and White
Gold gets the luster from 2-3% real gold.
Decalcification
Aerators shall regularly be decalcified by water
and vinegar mix for a few hours.
Lubrication
Lubricate only with silicone grease.

Replacing Cartridge
The ceramic disc needs to be replaced if the outlet spout or the water flow and
temperature adjuster lever drip.

Article description:

1. Locking screw for the lever handle
2. Lever handle
3. Cover cap
4. Locking nut for the ceramic cartridge
5. Ceramic cartridge
6. Faucet body
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Working order:
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NOTE - the water to the main line must be turned off!
1. The water to the mixer (6) is turned off and the mixer opened to drain off the water.
2. Unscrew the lever/pry off the cover plug.
3. The locking screw (1) that holds the lever handle (2) is loosened about 1 turn using a 2.5
mm Allen key and the lever handle is pulled off by hand.
4. The cover cap (3) is unscrewed by hand.
5. The locking nut (4) for the ceramic cartridge (5) is unscrewed with a fixed wrench.
6. The ceramic cartridge (5) is pulled out by hand and the cartridge seating in the mixer
housing is then carefully cleaned of any particles and limescale. Rinse the mixer.
7. Put the new cartridge in place. During assembly, the cartridge must be turned to the
position where the guide pins in the bottom are secured in the corresponding outlets in
the bottom of the mixer housing.
8. Reassemble in the reverse order.
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